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Impact-velocity dependence of ejected-electron distributions for ionization
in proton-hydrogen collisions

Emil Y. Sidky and C. D. Lin
Department of Physics, Cardwell Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

~Received 26 February 1999!

Ab initio calculations of ejected-electron momentum distributions are presented for proton on hydrogen
collisions at impact energies ranging from 5 to 100 keV and an impact parameter of 1.2 a.u. At low energies
the transverse momentum distributions show a double-peak structure similar to what is predicted by a two-state
Sturmian theory@Macek and Ovchinnikov, Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 2298 ~1998!#. In contrast to that theory,
however, we do not find the rapid oscillations in the transverse momentum distribution for impact energies
between 5 and 15 keV. At higher collision energies the double-peak transverse momentum distribution coa-
lesces into a single peak. For the energy range considered, the longitudinal momentum distribution shows a
broad peak at half the projectile velocity except at the higher energies where the distribution moves toward the
target nucleus.@S1050-2947~99!08807-1#

PACS number~s!: 34.10.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years much attention has been given to es
lishing the angular and energy distributions of the ejec
electrons in ion-atom collisions in an attempt to understa
the detailed mechanisms of the ionization process. One
troversial point has been the role of saddle-point electr
@1# which attain escape energy by riding the saddle locate
the center of charge. Early experiments, which measured
energy distributions of the electrons for proton collisio
with helium atoms in the energy range of tens to hundred
keV, drew conflicting conclusions@2–11#. The controversy
regarding the saddle-point electrons involved ion-atom co
sions where the projectile velocity was above the ‘‘matc
ing’’ velocity, the average speed of the target’s valence e
tron. Early quantum mechanical calculations@12# and later
ones@13–15# based on the triple-centered close-coupling
proximation revealed the importance of describing the e
tron probability near the saddle point in the calculation
total ionization cross sections for ion-atom collisions invo
ing projectiles moving below the matching velocity. Hidde
crossing theory@16# also predicts that saddle-point electro
comprise a large fraction of the total ionization cross secti
However, none of these theories provide a quantitative
scription of the complete velocity distribution of ejecte
electrons. The first experiment, which measured the ene
distribution of ejected electrons for proton-hydrogen co
sions, was performed by Pieksmaet al. @17#. It too left the
ionization mechanism in ion-atom collisions to debate. It t
did not resolve the role of saddle-point electrons in the i
ization mechanism unambiguously.

In recent years, the novel technique of cold target rec
ion momentum spectroscopy~COLTRIMS! allows experi-
mentalists to map out the full momentum distributions of t
ejected electrons. COLTRIMS experiments obtain ess
tially complete quantum mechanical information for ioniz
tion processes, providing a stringent test for theory. For p
tons colliding with helium atoms in the 5–15 keV regio
data from Do¨rner et al. @18# show momentum distribution
of the electron split into two jets pointing on either side
the projectile velocity in the collision plane. The size of t
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~1!/377~8!/$15.00
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two peaks alternates rapidly with respect to the collision
ergies from 5 to 15 keV. Subsequently, more experime
have been done on ionization of a He or Ne target w
different projectiles@19–21#, and the ejected-electron mo
mentum distributions appear to depend strongly on the s
tem studied.

According to the molecular promotion model for ion
atom collisions, excitation and ionization at low energies o
cur via a series of avoided crossings where the electro
promoted to higher molecular potential curves. The obser
tion of double-peak structure in the transverse electron m
mentum distribution implies that molecularp orbitals are
populated in the ionization process. By extending the Bo
Oppenheimer approximation through analytic continuation
the complex values of the internuclear distance, the ‘‘hidd
crossing’’ theory recasts the mechanism of excitation a
ionization at low energies via a series of branch points c
necting the potential surfaces. The hidden crossing the
identifies twoT series, theT00 andT01, where the electron is
promoted to the continuum near the saddle point of thep
1H system. In a further extension, the Sturmian theory w
developed with the aim of providing a full description of th
ionization process, including the prediction of the mome
tum distribution of the ejected electron. Applying Sturmia
theory top1H collisions, theT00 promotion of the 1ss and
theT01 promotion of the 2pp states were carried out@22,23#.
The electron momentum distribution obtained from theT00
promotion gives a single peak centered on the poten
saddle andT01 promotion predicts the double-peak structu
in the transverse direction, as one expects fromp orbitals.
To obtain the complete distribution of ionization near t
saddle point, it was assumed that theT00 and T01 are the
main contributors of saddle-point electrons. The phase
tween the two paths to ionization was calculated by Mac
and Ovchinnikov@24#, showing a strong dependence on pr
jectile velocity, and thus the two peaks in the transverse m
mentum distribution exhibit rapid oscillations with collisio
energy. The rapid oscillation turns out to be identical to t
oscillations seen by Do¨rner et al. @18# for proton on helium
collisions at the same energies. This agreement is prob
better attributed as coincidental, since there is no reaso
377 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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378 PRA 60EMIL Y. SIDKY AND C. D. LIN
believe that the two systems should have identical mom
tum distributions for the ejected electrons at the same c
sion energies. Indeed, experimental results for other collis
systems such as He1 on He, He21 on He, and He1 on Ne
@19–21# all show distinct momentum distributions. On
would thus expect that mechanisms for ionization at l
energies, like charge transfer or excitation processes, w
depend on specific systems. In the meanwhile, the rang
the validity of the two-state Sturmian theory is not clea
established. Thus it is desirable to compute the ejec
electron distribution in proton on hydrogen collisions usi
an ab initio approach.

To calculate the ejected-electron distribution in ion-ato
collisions a complete representation of the continuum e
tron in the field of two moving Coulomb centers is nece
sary. To describe the electronic wave function within a fin
basis, we choose to expand it in the momentum space s
the range of the momentum is confined in a collision. In
previous article @25# we have developed the two-cent
momentum-space discretization~TCMSD! method to effi-
ciently calculate the momentum-space electron wave fu
tion. Other work in solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation for ion-atom collisions has been performed by
rect solution on a lattice in momentum space@26# and in
configuration space@27–29#. These large-scale grid calcula
tions execute on supercomputers, since they do not take
vantage of the basic two-center nature of the ion-atom co
sion and these calculations do not explore the momen
distributions of the ejected electron. In this article we brie
discuss TCMSD focusing on recent improvements which
low calculations for a wide range of projectile energies, e
tending from 5 to 100 keV and at an impact parameter of
a.u., where the contribution to ionization is maximal. A d
tailed analysis of the positive energy component of the to
electron wave function is presented. Ejected-electron dis
butions in momentum space are shown as a function of
jectile velocity.

II. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The proton on hydrogen collision system is viewed in t
standard semiclassical framework, where the internuc
motion is classical and the electron is treated fully quant
mechanically. Moreover, we assume rectilinear motion
the projectile center with constant velocityvW and impact pa-
rameterbW . The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, written
in the target frame, for an electron in the field of the tw
protons is

i
]

]t
c~rW,t !5S 2

1

2
¹22

1

urWu
2

1

urW2RW u Dc~rW,t !, RW 5vW t1bW .

~1!

The coordinate system is the natural frame, where the
jectile velocityvW is along thex axis, the impact parameter i
along they axis, and thez axis is perpendicular to the colli
sion plane. Atomic units are used throughout. The details
the two-center momentum-space descretization method,
ployed to solve Eq.~1!, are presented in Ref.@25#. Here, we
restate the form of the electronic momentum-space w
function, and give a brief account of how the time-depend
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wave function is found. We discuss how bound-state a
ionization amplitudes are derived from the wave functio
Finally, we discuss the calculational parameters necessa
solve Eq.~1! for protons on hydrogen with impact energ
ranging from 5 to 100 keV at an impact parameter of 1.2 a

A. Wave-function propagation

The electron wave function in the ion-atom collision
represented by a two-center expansion in momentum sp

F~pW ,t !5(
l ,m

T̃l ,m~p,t !Yl ,m~ p̂!

1e2 i [ pW •RW 2(1/2)v2t](
l ,m

P̃l ,m~q,t !Yl ,m~ q̂!,

qW 5pW 2vW ~2!

where the spherical harmonicYl ,m is defined with respect to
each center in the momentum-space expansion and the p
factor in front of the second sum on the right is the plan
wave electron translation factor in the momentum space.
have carried out a partial wave expansion on each center
the radial functions,T̃l ,m(p,t) and P̃l ,m(q,t), are in turn ex-
panded inB splines:

T̃l ,m~p,t !5 (
i 51

N21

ci
lm~ t !B̃i~p!1cN

lm/p41 l . ~3!

Note that the high momentum part in the second term
proportional to the asymptotic form for each partial wav
The projectile radial functions have a similar expansion inq
with the spline coefficients labeleddi

lm . The present calcula
tion is an improvement over Ref.@25# in that fourth-orderB
splines replace the previous second-orderB splines, and the
B-spline knot points can be varied for each harmonic in
vidually, allowing more detailed representation of the h
monics that are expected to be important.

Substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1! gives a set of first-order
coupled equations for the expansion coefficients in Eq.~3!.
The coefficientsci

lm(t) and di
lm(t) are arrived at through a

fourth-order fixed step-size Runge-Kutta integration. T
time derivative of theB-spline coefficients at each integra
tion step results from a least squares fit toHc at a set of
points which typically outnumber the basis functions by
factor of 4. The fit is performed in configuration space af
inverse Fourier transformation of the basis function
B̃i(p)Yl ,m( p̂) and e2 i [ pW •RW 2(1/2)v2t]B̃i(q)Yl ,m(q̂). The fitting
points are arranged as a spherical polar grid about both ta
and projectile protons. The linear system solved is sho
schematically:

@~AT!K8JAJK#xK5~AT!K8JbJ . ~4!

Products with like indices imply summation.K and K8 are
indices running through all basis functions, andJ is an index
running through all the fitting points. The matrixA is a rect-
angular matrix of all basis functions evaluated at all fitti
points. The least squares method prescribes multiply
through byAT, providing a square linear system. The vec
xK represents the time derivative of the coefficients, and
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vector bJ represents2 iHc evaluated at the fitting points
The x2 of the fit reveals the error of the time derivative
the electron probability density. OncexK is found this infor-
mation is fed into the Runge-Kutta integration, which
checked for accuracy by the wave function normalizat
and by reducing the integration step size.

B. Wave function analysis

The numerical wave function, having passed the num
cal checks, is analyzed to extract the bound-state amplitu
We neglect overlaps between the two centers and perf
bound-state projection individually on the target and proj
tile centers:

anlm
T(P)~ t !5E

0

`

Fnl~p!T̃~ P̃! lm~p,t !p2dp. ~5!

Here Fnl is the hydrogenic radial function in momentu
space. The amplitudesaT(P)(t) will, in general, oscillate as a
function of time due to the omission of any overlap integra
but they will eventually reach the asymptotically corre
value as the overlap between the target and projectile cen
must go to zero for bound states. As with other metho
which integrate the Schro¨dinger equation for the total wav
function ~see, for example, Ref.@27#!, ionization is calcu-
lated by subtracting away the bound component:

T̃~ P̃! lm
ioniz~p,t !5T̃~ P̃! lm~p,t !2(

n
anlm

T(P)~ t !Fnl~p!. ~6!

The positive energy component of the wave functio
F ioniz(pW ,t), is constructed by substituting theT̃( P̃) lm

ioniz in

place of T̃( P̃) lm in Eq. ~2!, and the individual target and
projectile positive energy components are referred to
F ioniz

T and F ioniz
P , respectively. The validity of this subtrac

tion relies on an accurate calculation of the total wave fu
tion and the assumption thataT(P)(t) have reached the
asymptotic values. Since the time-dependent wave func
is not a stationary state, there is no reasona priori to expect
F ioniz(pW ,t) to become time independent for large intern
clear separation. Thus it is not immediately clear how o
extracts the experimentally observed ejected-electron s
tra. We will return to this point later.

C. Parameters of the TCMSD calculation

Before presenting the TCMSD results we discuss the
tual parameters used in the calculation. Selection of
proper radial grid on which theB splines are defined and
suitable number of harmonics about each proton is crit
for a valid calculation. In addition, an appropriate set of
ting points must be chosen, avoiding linear dependence
ficulties within the basis set. Although the basis set can
predetermined, to some extent, by physical reasoning, t
was some experimentation involved in finding the optimu
choice. The same basis set was used for all impact ene
in this work.

Since the two-center nature of the ion-atom collision
taken into account already by the expansion about e
nucleus, much of the numerical effort goes toward solv
for the radial functions. An important generalization of t
n
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present work over Ref.@25# was to allowpmax, the radial
momentum where the asymptotic form takes over from
B- spline representation, to vary with the angular moment
quantum numberl. One expects larger momentum to be im
portant for lower l, since low l partial waves extend to
smallerr in configuration space, where the kinetic energy
larger. Three partial waves are taken about each proton
pmax

l5054.0 a.u.,pmax
l5152.5 a.u., andpmax

l5252.5 a.u. Since the
quantization axis is chosen to be perpendicular to the co
sion plane, the odd-parity states are never populated du
the even parity of the initials state. Thus six spherical har
monics cover all partial waves up to and includingl 52. It
was found empirically that a radial grid with spacing 0.0
a.u. was necessary to propagate the electron wave functio
vt540 a.u. past the point of closest approach. The curr
program allows for nonuniform grid spacing; however, th
flexibility does not aid in representing the radial functio
with fewer B splines. A uniform grid supplied the ‘‘best’
calculations; a point we return to in the discussion.

All calculations were started with the projectile atvt5
220 a.u. The end point of the calculation depended on
impact energy. For the 5 keV collision integration tovt
525 a.u. was stable with present calculational paramet
while the 25 keV collision could be integrated tovt
540 a.u. The reason for this is discussed in the next sect
These distances are by no means large enough to esta
the asymptotic electron wave function; however, as will
seen, the main features of the collision are determined e
on.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation we first discuss interesting features of the to
wave function and then go on to describe the component
represents ionization in order to extract the collision pla
momentum distribution of the ejected-electrons. The ti
dependence of the ejected electron cloud is studied at l
internuclear separations in order to estimate the momen
distribution of the ejected-electron as the two nuclei rea
infinite internuclear separation. Finally, the behavior of t
electron momentum distribution versus projectile impact
ergy is examined.

A. The total wave function

Figure 1 shows a slice of the electron wave function a
plitude on the collision plane atvt519.2 a.u. in both~a!
momentum space and~b! configuration space, for a projectil
with velocity of 1.0 a.u. and impact parameter of 1.2 a.u.
bring out weaker features of the wave function we plot t
amplitude instead of the probability density. In Fig. 1~b! the
configuration space wave function is concentrated on the
centers, reflecting that elastic scattering and electron cap
to the 1s state are the main features of the collision. T
ionization component is a large part of the amplitude
away from both nuclear centers, spreading out further as
projectile recedes. On the other hand, in momentum sp
the distribution of the whole wave function remains we
localized, but as can be seen in Fig. 1~a! conspicuous inter-
ference fringes appear. The origin of the straight and ne
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380 PRA 60EMIL Y. SIDKY AND C. D. LIN
vertical fringes is interference between electron distribut
about target and projectile centers. The number of fringe
proportional to the physical separation between the two p
tons as is the case with the two-slit experiment. The ph
factor responsible for the straight fringes in Fig. 1~a! has
been anticipated, and it is included in the plane-wave ph
factor in the expansion Eq.~2!. The circular fringes, how-
ever, are not built into the wave function ansatz explicit
they appear in the numerical solution of the radial functio
They force us to adopt a uniform and fine grid to repres
the momentum-space radial functions.

A recent study by Illescas and Riera@30# explains the
origin of the circular fringes. Reference@30# demonstrates
that the primary motion of ejected electrons in an ion-at
collision is a ‘‘free expansion’’ away from the collision cen
ter and that the expansion can be accounted for by includ
the phase factor exp@ivr2/(2R)# in the expression of thetotal
electron wave function in configuration space. The sa
phase factor was introduced by Soloviev and Vinitsky@31# in
developing ion-atom collision theory in scaled space. T
explosion phase factor oscillates more rapidly with incre
ing r, reflecting the fact that further components of the el
tron density are moving faster much like a Hubble exp
sion. Transforming the explosion factor to momentum spa
one obtains a convolution of the momentum-space w
function with the phase factor exp@2iRp2/(2v)# @32#. The
new explosion factor is similar to the configuration spa
form; the differences are the sign and the interchange of
roles of the internuclear separationR and the projectile spee
v. The effect of the explosion factor on the ejected-elect
component is different than the effect on the bound com
nent, because the ejected component is expanding in
figuration space while the bound component is not. And
momentum space the ejected component and bound com
nents of the wave function overlap, resulting in the circu
interference fringes@32#. The fact that the lower energy ca
culations became unreliable at lower values of internuc
separationR is now clear. The projectile velocity enters
the denominator of the momentum-space explosion fac
resulting in more rapid oscillations for the sameR.

B. Time evolution of ejected-electron distribution

We focus next on the ionization channel for ap1H col-
lision with v51 a.u. andb51.2 a.u. First in Fig. 2~a! and

FIG. 1. ~a! Contour plot of the amplitude of the total electro
wave function in momentum space for a proton on hydrogen co
sion, impact parameterb51.2 a.u., projectile velocity v
51.0 a.u., and internuclear separationvt519.2 a.u. The cut is
taken for momenta lying in the collision plane.~b! Corresponding
contour plot of the electron wave function amplitude in configu
tion space.
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Fig. 2~b! we show the probability density of the ionizatio
component on the collision plane about the target and
projectile centers, respectively. The shape of the distribu
about each center does not change much asvt is increased.
One clear feature is that the transverse momentum distr
tion associated with the target center points mostly in th
2y direction and as the time increases, the distribut
shrinks toward the target nucleus. On the projectile cen
the transverse momentum is more evenly distributed w
respect to the1y and2y sides, and compression toward th
projectile nucleus is also observed as the time is increas

The complete ionization probability density, which is o
tained from the coherent sum of the positive energy wa
functions from the two centers, is shown in Fig. 2~c!. Due to
two-center interference the ionization probability density o
cillates rapidly with time~the time frames were chosen t
show the extrema of the oscillation!. Interestingly, the verti-
cal fringes, which are seen in the total wave function
momentum space, Fig. 1~a!, are not seen when the boun
states on both centers are subtracted out. As stated ea
the interference of bound states on both nuclei is analog
to a two-slit experiment, since in configuration space bou
states are localized about their respective centers. Elec
probability density, corresponding to ionization, is very d
fuse in configuration space. The ejected-electron distribu
forms a broad distribution encompassing both nuclei in c
figuration space. Thus Fourier transformation to moment
space of the ionization component is more analogous to
single-slit experiment and one sees no rapid interfere

i-

-

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the positive energy component of t
momentum-space probability density in the collision plane for 2
keV (v51 a.u.) protons on hydrogen at impact parameterb
51.2 a.u.~a! Positive energy target densityuF ioniz

T u2. ~b! Positive
energy projectile densityuF ioniz

P u2. ~c! Total positive energy prob-

ability density uF ionizu25uF ioniz
T 1exp@2i(pW•RW2

1
2v

2t)#Fioniz
P u2. ~d!

Probability density from an incoherent superposition of target a
projectile positive energy expansionsuF ioniz

T u21uF ioniz
P u2, integrated

over pz . The crosses indicate the position of both target and p
jectile protons in velocity space.
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fringes in the component of momentum parallel to the int
nuclear axis.

The time oscillation in Fig. 2~c! is too fast to be seen
experimentally, thus we show the incoherent superposi
of the densities on the two centers. To a good approxima
this is equivalent to a time averaging over one cycle of
time oscillation. The distributions shown in Fig. 2~d! are an
incoherent sum of the positive energy component of the
get and projectile expansions. Moreover, the momen
component perpendicular to the collision plane,pz , is inte-
grated over since this is also what is done in experiment,
e.g., @19#. The time evolution shown in Fig. 2~d! is more
gradual than what appears in Fig. 2~c!. As time increases one
notices a compression of the ejected-electron cloud in tra
verse momentum and stretching in longitudinal momentu
This is a consequence of the long range Coulomb for
from the two receding protons. Since the calculation stops
this case, atvt540 a.u.~recall thatp1H collisions at 25
keV could be integrated to larger internuclear separation t
5 keV!, there is some question as to what the effect of
Coulomb interaction is for larger distances. For examp
does the peak move from negative to positive transverse
mentum? A classical model calculation of the peak in m
mentum space indicates that the electron flow remain
negative transverse momentumpy . Since the ejected
electron distribution for the collision shown in Fig. 2 show
a single peak in both configuration space and momen
space, one can assign their respective maxima to an in
position and momentum for a representative classical ca
lation. The results show that the ejected-electron momen
remains in the negativey direction, and this result is largel
independent of the starting position. Note this argument d
not apply for distributions with multiple maxima. But exam
ining the ejected-electron distribution for other impact en
gies also shows only an overall transverse compression
longitudinal spreading of the ionization pattern which is d
termined early on. Typically, the basic pattern of ejec
electrons is determined when the projectile is 10 to 12
past closest approach.

C. Dependence of ejected-electron distribution on collision
velocity

In this subsection we present the electron momentum
tribution for proton on hydrogen collisions at a fixed impa
parameterb51.2 a.u. for energies ranging from 5 to 10
keV. The results are shown in Fig. 3. To compare ionizat
for different velocities, we choose a fixed point after t
collision: vt524.2 a.u. On each frame, we show t
ejected-electron momentum probability distribution pr
jected onto the collision plane, the transverse distribution
integrating overpx , and the longitudinal distribution by in
tegrating overpy .

There are two general features that deserve special m
tion. ~1! In the longitudinal direction, the electron mome
tum tends to lie between 0 andv, the projectile velocity. In
fact, the longitudinal momentum distributions all have pea
near v/2 except at the highest collision energy 100 ke
shown in Fig. 3~f!, where the ejected electron is center
near the target as expected for collisions much above
matching velocity.~2! The transverse momentum distrib
-
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tion of the electron shows two peaks at lower energies fr
5 to 15 keV. At higher energies the two peaks coalesce
a single peak, with the peak occurring at negativepy .

How do the present results compare to existing exp
mental data and other theoretical calculations? There ar
COLTRIMS measurements of electron momentum distrib
tions on the proton-hydrogen system so far. For protons
liding with He in the 5–15 keV region, measurements
Dörner et al. @18# indeed showed the two-peak structu
similar to Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, however, with one major differ-
ence. The experimental data show rapid oscillation betw
the two peaks as the collision energy is varied from 5 to
keV, while for our calculations on the proton-hydrogen sy
tem the two peaks maintain nearly the same relative he
without any visible oscillation in the same energy rang
Other energies between 5, 10, and 15 keV, not shown h
were also checked. The experiment measures the ejec
electron distribution for a range of projectile impact para
eters, but Ref.@18# shows that only the detailed shape of t
jet structure changes with impact parameter and the g
asymmetry features vary little with impact parameter. On
other hand, the two collision systems are not expected
behave similarly at low energies. For the symmetric proto
hydrogen atom collision system, the united atom 2ps-2pp
rotational coupling is essential for promotion of the electr
to the excited states as well as to the continuum. Our res
in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! reflect that the ejected electron retai
most of thisp character. For proton-helium collisions in th
same energy range, the radial coupling between the two l
est s molecular states is essential for the promotion of
electron to the excited states and thus to the continuum s
as well. In this energy region there is experimental evide
@33# that thep and thes components of the electron are o
nearly equal importance since the integrated alignment
rameterA20 for electron capture to H(2p) states changes
sign in the 5–15 keV region. We mention thatA20 is a mea-

FIG. 3. Ejected-electron distributions projected onto the co
sion plane for proton on hydrogen collisions at impact parame
b51.2 a.u. for projectile energies ranging from 5 keV to 100 ke
Next to each distribution is a plot showing only the transverse m
mentum distribution after integrating out the longitudinal mome
tum, and above each distribution is a plot showing only the lon
tudinal momentum distribution after integrating out the transve
momentum. All frames are forvt524.2 a.u.~a! 5 keV; ~b! 10 keV;
~c! 15 keV; ~d! 25 keV; ~e! 50 keV; ~f! 100 keV.
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sure of the relative magnitude between the atomic 2ps and
2pp states and that the quantization axis used in the dis
sion in this subsection refers to the internuclear axis. T
we speculate that the rapid oscillation of the transverse e
tron momentum distribution for the proton-helium system
not a general feature of ion-atom collisions at low energ
but is specific to this system. In fact, measurements by
dallah et al. @19,20# show that the momentum distribution
vary significantly for various singly charged projectiles inc
dent on He and Ne targets. Interestingly, for the symme
He1 on He system the momentum distribution behaves si
larly to our prediction for the proton on hydrogen system
that no rapid oscillation of the transverse momentum occ
@21#, even though the momentum distribution itself is asy
metric to the opposite side of thep1H case.

The only other theoretical approach which gives the m
mentum distribution of the ejected electrons is the Sturm
two-state theory of Macek and Ovchinnikov@24#. They con-
sidered the ionization viaT promotion@23# which is essen-
tially ionization by the saddle-point mechanism. By extra
ing the s and p amplitudes from hidden crossing theo
@16#, they derive a two-state model where the fast oscillat
of the transverse electron momentum is attributed to inter
ence from the coherent sum of the two amplitudes. In R
@24# the theory of Macek and Ovchinnikov reported the rap
oscillation for a proton-hydrogen system at the same pro
tile energies as the oscillation observed for the proton-hel
system@18#. We do not see the oscillation in the 5–15 ke
region, see Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. Instead, examining Figs. 3~c! and
3~d!, one sees a rapid shift in the transverse momentum
tribution, near the saddle velocity, in the 15–25 keV regio

The time evolution of the asymmetry in the transve
momentum distribution of ejected electrons is checked to
if the asymmetry, seen forR524.2, can be expected to pe
sist. To investigate this we have shown in Fig. 4 four tim
steps, vt514.2,19.2,24.2, and 29.2 a.u., of the ejecte
electron transverse momentum for the 10 keV collision. O
can see sharpening of the double jet structure of the tr

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the ejected-electron transverse m
mentum distribution for a 10 keVp1H collision at impact param-
eter b51.2 a.u. The momentum components perpendicular to
collision planepz and parallel to the incoming projectilepx have
been integrated over. The four curves represent the distributio
different internuclear distances:vt514.2, 19.2, 24.2, and 29.2 a.u
seen from top to bottom along thepy50 line. All curves have their
maximum value normalized to unity.
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verse momentum distribution, but there is no evidence
oscillation along the trajectory. Our calculations show th
the basic shape of the ejected-electron distribution in m
mentum space is established early on.

It appears that there is another discrepancy in the di
tion of the transverse momentum when one looks at the
tom of Fig. 1 in Ref.@24# and compares with the 15 keV
result of Fig. 3~c!. However, these results are not incons
tent. The coordinatesk' andki in Ref. @24# refer to compo-
nents of the momentum parallel and perpendicular to
internuclear axis. So the sign relative to the projectile imp
parameter is indeterminate, while in Fig. 3 the sign ofpy
tells whether the electron momentum is parallel or antipa
lel to the projectile impact parameter vector.

IV. THE ROLE OF THE SADDLE-POINT MECHANISM

In the original triple-center close-coupling calculation
Winter and Lin@12# it was found that there was significan
probability for ionization left at the midpoint of the internu
clear line for proton collisions with atomic hydrogen in th
low energies~roughly below 15 keV!. Winter and Lin ar-
gued, in analogy with the Wannier theory of electron impa
ionization@34#, that ionization probability accumulates at th
potential saddle. This close-coupling calculation, howev
was unable to provide any information about the eject
electron momentum distribution. Since the saddle is mov
at velocityv/2 in the laboratory frame, it was speculated th
observation of enhancement of electrons at velocityv/2 is a
manifestation of the saddle-point mechanism for ionizati
In the meanwhile early classical Monte Carlo trajectory c
culations@1# indicated that the doubly differential cross se
tions indeed show a discernible peak atv/2, and saddle-point
electrons were taken to be synonymous withv/2 electrons
for symmetric systems.

In the last two decades there have been numerous ex
ments aiming at observing clear features of the eject
electron momentum nearv/2, or in general, the structur
near the velocity of the saddle point for a given collisio
system. There are two issues. The first is whether there
discernible features for the electron momentum near
saddle-point velocity, the second issue is whether a pea
the ejected-electron distribution atv/2 can be attributed to
the saddle-point mechanism, akin to Wannier theory.

At projectile velocities above the matching velocity e
perimentalists do not agree on the first issue. While there
groups presenting evidence of the existence of thev/2 elec-
trons @2–6#, there are other groups disputing the eviden
@7–11#. It was argued that the ‘‘evidence’’ of the peak stru
ture near the saddle point depends on how the doubly dif
ential cross sections are presented. Nevertheless, all t
experiments were carried out at high velocities. Even if th
are any features near the saddle-point velocity, they can
be attributed to the saddle-point mechanism for ionizat
for such high projectile energies. This was demonstrated
perimentally by Abdallahet al. @35#, where they performed
ion-atom collisions with He and Ne target atoms at a fix
projectile velocity ofv51.63 a.u. varying only the projec
tile charge state. Indeed, the distributions for the proton
pact show a peak atv/2, the saddle point, but increasing th
projectile charge state causes the ejected-electron distribu
to move toward the projectile center in velocity space. T
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saddle-point velocity moves instead toward the target cen
From the triple-center close-coupling calculations forp1H
@12# it was concluded that ionization probabilities at t
saddle point become negligible for collisions above 15 k
yet the longitudinal momentum in the 25–50 keV regio
Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! still show a peak atv/2. This is clear
evidence that it is not always correct to associate elec
emission atv/2 ~or the saddle-point velocity! with the
saddle-point mechanism for ionization.

To our knowledge the only experiment for proton on h
drogen collisions that tests the saddle-point mechanism is
experiment of Pieksmaet al. @17#. They searched for feature
nearv/2, but, as we stated earlier, this feature is not su
cient proof of the saddle-point mechanism. With theory
Pieksma and Ovchinnikov@16#, Ovchinnikov and Macek
@22#, Macek and Ovchinnikov@24#, and COLTRIMS experi-
ments by Do¨rneret al. @18# and Abdallahet al. @19# the pic-
ture of the saddle-point mechanism is more well defined
the hidden crossings picture the saddle-point mechanis
represented by a series of branch points labeled theT series.
In fact, if the saddle-point mechanism is to play an import
role, it is desirable to examine the transverse momen
distribution. Since the electron can reach quasistability n
the saddle only if its motion is perpendicular to the intern
clear line, a manifestation of the saddle-point mechanism
that the transverse probability distribution should show str
ture. Since the complete wave function is available with
present calculation, we can examine the ionization com
nent in configuration space and compare the extent of
ejected-electron distribution in they direction with the bind-
ing potential in the transverse direction at the saddle po
Such a comparison gives an idea of the number of transv
modes involved in describing ionization by the saddle-po
mechanism. In Fig. 5 we show a transverse cut, alongy, of
the configuration space ejected-electron distribution, p
jected onto the collision plane, at the saddle point for a

FIG. 5. ~a! A transverse slice through the saddle point of t
ejected-electron distribution in configuration space. The probab
density of the electron comes from a 10-keV collision at imp
parameter b51.2 a.u. and internuclear separation ofvt
519.2 a.u.~b! The potential in the collision plane alongy going
through the saddle. The horizontal lines represent eigenenergi
the transverse potential, assuming a stationary potential and no
tion in the x and z directions. The vertical dotted lines represe
estimated turning points based on the shape of the transverse
ability distribution.
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keV p1H collision at an internuclear separation ofR
519.2 a.u. Along with the transverse distribution, the bin
ing potential at the saddle is plotted with the energy of
adiabatic transverse modes indicated by horizontal lines.
asymmetricp structure anticipated in Ref.@24# appears, but
from the extent of the transverse probability distribution it
clear that the ejected-electron distribution is a coherent e
tation of manytransverse modes centering on the fifth sta
The fact that the simplep structure appears reflects the im
portance of rotational coupling from the initials state and
the fact that thep structure survives, despite the many tran
verse modes that comprise it, results from the rapidity of
collision. Since excitation to higher transverse modes, wh
the binding is weaker than the harmonic oscillator potent
is important, it is understandable that no oscillation of t
transverse momentum distribution is seen in Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSION

The two-center momentum-space discretization metho
primarily a numerical method for solving the time-depende
Schrödinger equation. It does, however, allow for inclusio
of basic physical aspects which increase understanding o
system and reduce the computational effort. Calculating
momentum space allows the containment of both bound
free components of the wave function in a finite volume. F
the proton-hydrogen collision system the two-center nat
of the problem introduces oscillatory structure in moment
space and in time. We account for both effects with a tw
center expansion and a plane-wave factor. Taking into
count the gross physical features of the ion-atom collis
allows for accurate integration of the Schro¨dinger equation,
revealing detailed information on weak processes such
ionization.

We have shown the ejected-electron distributions forp
1H collisions with projectile energies ranging from 5 to 10
keV and impact parameterb51.2 a.u. At the low velocity
we find the forked distribution seen in experiment@18–20#
and shown in theory@22–24#. The ejected-electron distribu
tion shows little dependence on projectile velocity until t
projectile energy passes 15 keV, where the forked struc
fades, replaced by a single peak at negative transverse
mentum~antiparallel with the impact parameter vector!. Our
calculation shows that electron density entering the sad
region populates many transverse modes coherently. The
herence maintains the simplep structure, and the spectrum
of states involved gives a gradual dependence of the ejec
electron cloud for projectile energies from 5 to 15 keV. T
fact that many states on the potential saddle are popul
and that the basic shape of the ejected-electron cloud is
tablished at small internuclear separationR,10 a.u. is con-
sistent with the experimental finding that the particular sha
of the ejected-electron distribution is system dependent@18–
20#.
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